
KARTA PRODUKTOWA

GREVEN high safety boots S3L SR black 44

Opis Produktu
GREVEN safety boots are footwear that combines high quality workmanship with functionality, necessary in many 
work environments. They meet the safety class S3, in accordance with the ISO 20345:2011 standard, which means 
that they have been designed to protect the feet in difficult conditions, while ensuring comfort of use. The boots 
upper is made of nubuck leather, which is valued for its durability and aesthetic appearance. Nubuck leather is 
soft to the touch, but at the same time resistant to damage, which is important when footwear is exposed to 
various factors. The inside of the shoe is finished with mesh fabric, which ensures proper air circulation. The 
back of the boot is reinforced with Oxford fabric, which adds extra durability to this key part of the shoe. The 
insole is made of HI-POLY polyurethane foam and helps to reduce foot fatigue when wearing the shoes for a long 
time. GREVEN boots are equipped with a composite toecap, which provides toe protection against impacts up to 
200 J. Additionally, a Kevlar anti-puncture insole provides protection against sharp objects. GREVEN safety boots 
combine safety and functionality with comfort and style, responding to the needs of professionals looking for 
reliable footwear for work.

Charakterystyka
■ made in accordance with the standard specifying the requirements for safe footwear - ISO 20345:2011;

■ safety class of protective footwear - S3L;

■ anti-slip properties - SR;

■ shoe upper made of nubuck leather;

■ inside of the shoe made of mesh fabric;

■ the back of the shoe is made of Oxford fabric;

■ insole made of HI-POLY polyurethane foam;

■ composite toecap for better toe protection (withstanding impacts up to 200 joules);

■ Kevlar anti-puncture insole;

■ cemented outsole - EVA/rubber;

■ sides above the sole - double density polyurethane (KPU);

■ fastening system - lacing;

■ reflective elements;

■ weight: 761g.

Dane techniczne
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Högert Technik GmbH, Pariser Platz 6a, 10117 Berlin, 
Deutschland

Producent/ Manufacturer/ Hersteller/ Произведено для:
PL GTV Poland S.A., ul. Przejazdowa 21 05-800 Pruszków, 

Polska/ Poland/ Polen/ Польша
Importer/ Импортер:
HR GTV Croatia d o.o.; Kovinska 4s, 10000 Zagreb, Hrvatska

Distributor:
ES GTV España Herrajes, E Iluminación, S.L., Avenida Aragón 
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